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DIRECTV is committed to 

creating a premium video 

experience for our customers 

while sustainably managing 

our business in a way that 

reduces our environmental 

impact, saves money and 

demonstrates sustainability 

leadership in our industry.

DIRECTV strives to be not only the world’s favorite TV provider but also the Earth’s favorite 
TV provider. In doing so, DIRECTV creates a premium video entertainment experience for our 
more than 37 million customers every day while committing to be the most sustainable pay-
television provider. To do that, we are managing our business in a way that’s good for customers, 
employees, shareholders and society.

Our sustainability efforts focus on four key areas: carbon footprint, product efficiency, waste 
management and consumer recycling.

Reducing Our Carbon Footprint
◗◗ We have reduced our U.S. carbon footprint by nearly 15 percent since 2011 and share 

information about our climate change commitment through the CDP and our first corporate 
social responsibility report at directv.com/responsibility.

◗◗ From making our facilities more energy efficient to operating our fleet more effectively, we 
are working to reduce our carbon footprint while delivering cost savings.

Delivering Efficient Products to Our Customers
◗◗ We were honored to receive the ENERGY STAR® Partner of the Year award for the first time 

in 2013. As a committed Partner, we have deployed more than 53 million ENERGY STAR®-
qualified receivers in the United States as of the end of 2013. This commitment helps our 
customers reduce their own carbon footprints. 

◗◗ Our current Genie™ whole-home HD DVR receiver with two clients is 40 percent more 
efficient than a comparable ENERGY STAR®-qualified three-room HD DVR setup from just 
three years ago.

Reducing Waste for Our Company and Our Customers
◗◗ We are working to significantly decrease the amount of waste we send to landfills through 

recycling and reduced consumption. In an average month, we diverted more than 50 
percent of our waste while driving down our waste management costs by more than 20 
percent in 2013.

◗◗ Our customers are reducing their paper consumption while improving their experience with 
millions now participating in our paperless billing offering.

Responsibly Recycling Electronics
◗◗ DIRECTV refurbishes or responsibly recycles every receiver that our customers send back, 

including through directv.com/recycle. In 2013, we refurbished 7.5 million receivers and 
our R2-certified recycling partner responsibly recycled more than 16 million pounds of 
electronic scrap.

DIRECTV’s commitment to sustainability has ignited both the imaginations and the commitment 
of our employees, with a dedicated team that is embedding sustainability throughout our 
business. While the challenges are large, we believe that DIRECTV is leading the way for our 
industry to provide more innovative, sustainable solutions every day. 
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